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Abstract: When discussing mixed methods research from a methodological point of view, it must be acknowledged that they have been developed from rather simple research designs to complex and multilayered frameworks in which qualitative content analysis (QCA) is seemingly a key method for analyzing non-numeric data. This can be attributed to the versatile procedures and functions for which QCA can be used.

Against this background, we describe and analyze the roles of QCA within different advanced mixed methods designs. First, we outline the implementation of QCA within a typical methodological framework, which consists of three hierarchical layers. Second, mixed methods research designs and the role of QCA in several design types are characterized. Third, three design types stemming from studies from educational sciences and sports science are presented. With these three elements, we demonstrate that QCA can be used in different roles ranging from dominance to subordination, thus implementing different rationales. Finally, we formulate some conclusions and suggestions for further research.
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1. Introduction

Since the early 1990s, mixed methods research (MMR) has become a prosperous branch in the social and behavioral sciences. This is true for both philosophical and methodological approaches, as well as for the development of research designs (HESSE-BIBER & JOHNSON, 2015; JOHNSON, 2017; TEDDLIE & TASHAKKORI, 2009). Focusing on the design perspective, MMR initially consisted of rather basic concepts in which single strands of qualitative and quantitative research approaches, respectively, were usually combined (CRESWELL, 2015a, 2015b; CRESWELL & PLANO CLARK, 2011; TASHAKKORI & TEDDLIE, 2003a). Today, a multitude of advanced and complex conceptions, combined with various techniques of data collection and analysis can be found (JOHNSON, 2018; ONWUEGBUZIE & HITCHCOCK, 2015; SCHOONENBOOM & JOHNSON, 2017); however, all provide tools for promoting the overall goal of avoiding the blind spots of a mono-method study, as well as expanding and strengthening the conclusions of a study. [1]

In terms of developing design structures, various questions have been intensively discussed within the MMR community (CRESWELL, 2015b; MORSE, 2015; SCHOONENBOOM & JOHNSON, 2017). As a consequence, the MMR community has compiled comprehensive lists of both quality issues for mixed methods designs (BRYMAN, 2006; JOHNSON & CHRISTENSEN, 2014; ONWUEGBUZIE & JOHNSON, 2006), as well as primary and secondary design dimensions (JOHNSON & KÖNIG, 2016; SCHOONENBOOM & JOHNSON, 2017). While specific quality criteria have been proven to be urgently required—as those from quantitative or qualitative research do not work for MMR—design dimensions are necessary in order to provide specific information on how to construct a mixed methods design. Hence, researchers discuss issues such as the theoretical drive of a study (MORSE & NIEHAUS, 2009), rationales for mixing (BRYMAN, 2006), as well as time structure and weighting of strands (CRESWELL & PLANO CLARK, 2011). [2]

Another feature of this debate is that more and more methods have been brought into these designs (ONWUEGBUZIE & HITCHCOCK, 2015), offering a great variety of analyses and the respective integration of them. However, it is remarkable that researchers have consistently and regularly applied coding or category building as a key technique for analyzing qualitative data within a variety of designs targeting diverse research aims. In the English-speaking world, coding is often associated with research styles such as grounded theory methodolgy (CHARMAZ, 2014; GLASER & STRAUSS, 1967; STRÜBING, 2014), interpretative analysis (FINK & GANTZ, 1996), or ethnographic content analysis (ALTHEIDE & SCHNEIDER, 2013), but the term "qualitative content analysis" (translation from the German "qualitative Inhaltsanalyse"; KRACAUER, 1952)¹ is seldom found. As the other already mentioned research approaches are relatively well-known and are also widely applied within qualitative research in Germany (in

¹ It is an interesting fact that this term is not or only marginally used in famous English textbooks (CRESWELL, 2009; JOHNSON & CHRISTENSEN, 2014; KRATHWOHL, 2004; NEUENDORF, 2017).
which codings and categories are handled slightly differently), we suppose that the idea behind QCA is inherent in the English-speaking scientific community without explicitly being labeled as such. Focusing on the German conceptions, we are aware of the fact that there is not one single and holistic QCA, but a substantial amount of different positions and variations that have to be distinguished (SCHREIER, 2014; STAMANN, JANSSEN & SCHREIER, 2016). Against this background and after having analyzed papers in different national and international journals, we assume that QCA can fulfill different roles within MMR. [3]

On the basis of these preliminary thoughts, the role(s) of QCA is (are) approached and analyzed in MMR in four steps in this article: Initially, we discuss how QCA can be implemented into a framework conception of MMR which goes beyond the simple definition of combining elements of qualitative and quantitative research (Section 2). We then analyze MMR design structures in detail to identify different roles of QCA within them, when it is used within the research process and how the data obtained in this way is utilized (Section 3). Next, we show the application of QCA in different mixed methods research designs by following a more recent development of MMR Designs—the concept of crossover (HITCHCOCK & ONWUEGBUZIE, 2019; ONWUEGBUZIE & HITCHCOCK, 2015)—and thereby demonstrating that QCA can be characterized by multi-dimensional (“fluid”) roles within an equal-status design (Section 4). Finally, and after a short summary, we address how the use of QCA benefits complex studies, and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using it for different approaches (Section 5). [4]

2. Qualitative Content Analysis and Implementation in a MMR Framework

When dealing with MMR and thinking about the meaning of the very term, we immediately find that a mixed methods design is characterized by the combination of at least one qualitative and one quantitative research component, or, as JOHNSON, ONWUEGBUZIE and TURNER (2007, p.123) put it: "Mixed methods research is the type of research in which a researcher or team of researchers combines elements of qualitative and quantitative research approaches [...] for the broad purposes of breadth and depth of understanding and corroboration." Similar descriptions can be found by CRESWELL (2009, 2015b), KUCKARTZ (2014), as well as JOHNSON and CHRISTENSEN (2014). Going one step beyond this simple characterization TEDDLIE and TASHAKKORI (2009) defined MMR as mono- or multi-strand designs and dissociated it from mono-method and multimethod studies in their well-known methods-strands matrix. However, we argue that researchers applying any of these approaches do not fully consider recent discussions. MMR is no longer an issue of methods only, but has been developed into a systematic framework. [5]
2.1 MMR framework

Focusing on the MMR framework introduced by GREENE (2015) and GREENE, CARACELLI and GRAHAM (1989), we maintain that MMR should first and foremost be differentiated into and examined on the levels of paradigm, methodology and method. The traditional juxtaposition of qualitative and quantitative elements is subsequently discussed in this text. GREENE's interactive combinations or mixing at three levels can be explained as follows: [6]

"Paradigm" refers to different philosophical traditions or worldviews and epistemological logics to social inquiry, in which MMR was conceived largely as one "solution" to the relatively intense "paradigm wars" of the 1970s and 1980s (GREENE, 2015, p.607). Consequently, this level of MMR has to be regarded as the most abstract one. There has been much debate about the role of paradigms in MMR; however, in the face of past calls for each researcher to operate within a single paradigm, it turns out that some researchers or practitioners find many positive features in more than one paradigm (JOHNSON, 2017). Perhaps the most popular paradigm in MMR is pragmatism, despite the presence of additional worldviews in MMR including transformativism (MERTENS, 2009), realism (MAXWELL & MITTAPALLI, 2010), the dialectical stance (GREENE & HALL, 2010), and dialectical pluralism (JOHNSON, 2017). In particular, dialectical pluralism is sometimes framed as a meta-paradigm because it is used to provide a philosophical process theory for creating new mixed paradigmatic syntheses on a study-by-study basis. The key point of dialectical pluralism is that paradigms can and often should be mixed by putting them into juxtaposition and dialogue, thus creating new dynamic syntheses (JOHNSON, 2018). [7]

"Methodology" refers to both research methods and research conceptions in quantitative research, e.g., experiments or non-experimental research, and theoretical frameworks in qualitative research, like case studies or grounded theory methodology. Methodologies include a system of inquiry which means they are built on either a qualitative (inductive) or a quantitative (deductive) logic. In recent years, several mixed methodologies have been developed, e.g., mixed methods-grounded theory (GUETTERMAN, BABCHUK, HOWELL SMITH & STEVENS, 2017), mixed methods-phenomenology (MAYOH & ONUWEGBUZIE, 2015) and mixed methods-experiments (DRABBLE & O’CATHAIN, 2015). [8]

"Method" refers to a more technical level, within which different ways of collecting, processing, analyzing, and presenting data are integrated. Examples of methods are tests, interviews, questionnaires, etc. Each of these major methods can be conceptualized as having a qualitative, a quantitative, and a mixed version. Mixing can be done within a single method (e.g., a mixed questionnaire or mixed observation) to produce qualitative and quantitative data, which is called intra-method mixing (JOHNSON & TURNER, 2003). More commonly, two or more different methods are mixed with each other (e.g., a qualitative focus group and a quantitative questionnaire) to produce qualitative and quantitative data; this is called inter-method mixing (ibid.). The use of both of these approaches can produce true MMR. [9]
In summary, we state that MMR is not only about methods, but is related to three levels (GREENE, 2015) which differ in their abstractedness. Thus, in investigating the role of QCA in MMR, one has to take into account the combination of methods at multiple levels of reality and analysis, as well as across multiple disciplines. [10]

2.2 Implementing QCA into this framework

QCA is first and foremost called a method (KUCKARTZ, 2014), which is applied in research practice by different techniques. These techniques consist of diverging strategies of category building and with them researchers aim at generating different sorts of categories. However, in a first stage of analyzing different techniques of QCA, we may generally state that there are two basic strategies of category building, namely a deductive and an inductive approach, as well as a combination of both, the deductive-inductive procedure (KRIPPENDORFF, 2013; MAYRING, 2015; NEUENDORF, 2017; SCHREIER, 2012). Going one step further, the deductive approach can be characterized by the fact that in using it, researchers operationalize theoretical concepts as categories, whereas an inductive approach ranges from the successive summary to—based on grounded theory methodology—open coding (STAMANN et al., 2016). At this point we are aware of the fact that these strategies have to be regarded as two opposites on a continuum which encompasses intermediate forms, e.g., the previously mentioned deductive-inductive combination. As different methods of constructing categories are of different significance for research practice (MAYRING & GLÄSER-ZIKUDA, 2008), we would like to follow the idea of a continuum because with it we have the chance to construct a further module for the MMR framework on the level of methods. [11]

With reference to GREENE’s (2015) framework, QCA may not only be regarded as a method (of data analysis), but also as a methodology, because it is not only used in category building and even coding procedures (STAMANN et al., 2016), but is also applied throughout the entire research process ranging from deriving the research question and data analysis to the presentation of results (MAYRING, 2019; GLÄSER & LAUDEL, 2009). Extending this methodological argument, QCA can be applied in a variety of research designs, from rather inductive approaches to others which come close to deductive procedures that are somewhere in-between these two opposites. [12]

In conclusion, we assume that variations of QCA can be used for various MMR methodologies, fulfilling different functions. Based on this presumption we introduce the term "research design," which is defined as a bridge between methodology and method. This concept can be used to answer the question of how methods are deployed, implemented, and combined (HUNTER & BREWER, 2015). [13]
3. Mixed Methods Research Designs

With reference to the issue at focus, a MMR study is basically conducted with an overall theoretical drive (MORSE & NIEHAUS, 2009) because with it the researcher is focused primarily on either "exploration-and-description or on testing-and-prediction" (SCHOONENBOOM & JOHNSON, 2017, p.112). In the first case, the theoretical drive is called "inductive" or "qualitative"; in the second case, it is called "deductive" or "quantitative." In addition to MORSE and NIEHAUS (2009), a study can include more than one or even multiple research questions, thus it might be comprised of several theoretical drives (SCHOONENBOOM, 2016), which allows an equal status MMR (GREENE, 2015; SCHOONENBOOM & JOHNSON, 2017). [14]

3.1 A systematic approach towards mixed method designs

Meanwhile, SCHOONENBOOM and JOHNSON's approach (2017) has been broadly accepted because it has been argued to have several advantages ranging from philosophical positions to the question of method. With this conception we can differentiate between three main types of MMR, each of them having a unique epistemological position and different time structures, as well as different weightings (JOHNSON et al., 2007; MORSE & NIEHAUS, 2009). [15]

Quantitatively-driven or quantitative-dominated MMR (QUAN/qual) is a type of mixed research in which one relies on a quantitative, post-positivist view of the research process, while concurrently recognizing that the addition of qualitative data and approaches is likely to be beneficial, since one can broaden one's horizon of understanding. The qualitative part may precede the quantitative part, thus having the function of developing an instrument or a theoretical framework. It may also follow the quantitative part of the study, which allows researchers to explain or engross statistical results. Finally, both can be embedded concurrently, e.g., to improve intervention designs (SCHOONENBOOM & JOHNSON, 2017). In view of the issue at focus, we therefore assume that QCA is put into a subordinate role supporting the respective quantitative strand(s). This can be realized at different points of time and with different purposes. However, QCA as a method has to be regarded as vital for the particular study itself (CRESWELL, 2015b). [16]

Qualitatively-driven or qualitative-dominated MMR (QUAL/quan) is a type of mixed research in which one relies on a qualitative, constructivist, poststructuralist-critical view of the research process, while concurrently recognizing that the addition of quantitative data and approaches are likely to be beneficial for most research projects. In this approach the qualitative strand may also come before a statistical analysis, thus allowing the researcher to generate a kind of theoretical framework which will be structured or validated by applying the quantitative strand. Alternatively, the qualitative strand may begin after an explorative statistical analysis which is the basis for an interrogation or observation. It may also be implemented in an inductive-simultaneous design, where the core component is qualitative and the supplemental component is
quantitative. In this approach QCA has a superior or dominant role, regardless of its point in time, as it may precede or follow a subordinate quantitative strand. Thus, we can conclude that in the quantitative part of the study the researcher must accomplish the task of preparing, supporting, or enhancing the inquiry with QCA. [17]

Equal status MMR (QUAL/QUAN) is the home for the person that self-identifies primarily as a MMR researcher. They are likely to believe that qualitative and quantitative data and approaches will add insights to most, if not all, research questions. Equal status MMR can be realized within a concurrent design (QUAL+QUAN), as well as in a sequential design which may either be organized as QUAL -> QUAN or as QUAN -> QUAL (MORSE, 1991). Within this set of designs, QCA is regarded as an equitable element to the respective quantitative method, no matter in which chronological position it is implemented (TASHAKKORI & TEDDLIE, 2003b). As a consequence, we can complete our set of terms and add the term "equivalent" to the hitherto discussed roles of QCA. [18]

Regarding interlinking mixed methods design structures with QCA as a methodology, we can summarize that, firstly, QCA can be used in three different roles within three macro design structures, and is implemented at various points during the research process. Secondly, and continuing this line of thought, we can recognize a similar structure between MMD structures and QCA as a method and the respective strategy of category building. QCA as a method, then, consists of either a deductive approach, which may more likely be moved towards quantitative dominant research designs, or an inductive approach with a rather high degree of overlap with qualitative-dominant designs, or something like a mixed position and the deductive-inductive approach. Additionally, this coincides with different paradigmatic positions described by GREENE (2015). These arguments are summarized and displayed in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Dimensions of mixed methods research [19]
However, so far we have not discussed a further dimension for designing MMR, namely, the rationales for using QCA within MMR. This is, however, vital to every MMR study as rationales provided by researchers specify the overall purpose in order to expand and strengthen the conclusions of a study. Therefore, rationales must be regarded as contributions to answering research questions in a more detailed and enhanced matter (JOHNSON & CHRISTENSEN, 2014; ONWUEGBUZIE & JOHNSON, 2006). [20]

3.2 Rationales for using QCA within MMR

A popular classification of purposes or rationales of MMR was first introduced by GREENE et al. (1989), based on an analysis of published mixed methods studies. Although further classifications have been made (e.g., BRYMAN, 2006), this approach is still relevant because later approaches regularly draw on it. Referring to SCHOONENBOOM and JOHNSON (2017, p.110), the following five purposes for mixing methods are distinguished:

"1. **Triangulation** seeks convergence, corroboration, correspondence of results from different methods;

2. **Complementarity** seeks elaboration, enhancement, illustration, clarification of the results from one method with the results from the other method;

3. **Development** seeks to use of the results from one method to help develop or inform the other method, where development is broadly construed to include sampling and implementation, as well as measurement decisions;

4. **Initiation** seeks the discovery of paradox and contradiction, new perspectives of frameworks, the recasting of questions or results from one method with questions or results from the other method;

5. **Expansion** seeks to extend the breadth and range of inquiry by using different methods for different inquiry components." [21]

Transferring these purposes to the issue of the role of QCA within MMR, it can initially be argued that all these rationales can be approached by including QCA in a design, which opens up the following threads:

- Triangulation benefits from QCA, as results come from individual points of view, thus depicting personal attitudes, estimations, and values which might supplement, corroborate, or contradict quantitative and group-based findings.

- Complementarity can be established by looking at the results from a quantitative strand with a coding frame and thus recognizing aspects which would not be addressed by only the quantitative strand.

- Development can be provided as using QCA might help the researcher to develop or inform a quantitative strand such as instrument development (categories become items of a questionnaire) or sampling procedures (TEDDLIE & YU, 2007).

- Initiation is achieved when coding frames of QCA are in contrast to quantitative results, and the use of which may help to find contradictions.
within complex fields and gain new perspectives, frameworks or the recasting of questions.

- Expansion can be realized when QCA is used to extend the understanding of quantitative models or coefficients of testing or inquiring. [22]

We conclude that QCA and the various approaches it offers (MAYRING & BRUNNER, 2010) are used in different roles along the basic paradigms in MMR: dominant, subordinate or equal status. Additionally, and considered through the lenses of different rationales, QCA can then be in the role of different services: support for further insights, for discovering contradictions or for development of further research steps. The following examples will show how QCA works in different roles within various MMR designs. [23]

4. QCA in Different MMDs

Usually, MMDs are categorized into basic and advanced designs. Whereas basic designs are the core designs underlying all mixed methods studies (CRESWELL, 2015b), advanced MMDs are characterized by the fact that something is added to the traditional and basic structures (ibid.). Usually, this goes along with greater complexity in either concurrent or successive approaches (ONWUEGBUZIE & HITCHCOCK, 2015). A prominent example is the idea of crossover, in which one form of data is analyzed utilizing techniques usually associated with the alternative paradigm (GREENE, 2007). Presenting this approach, we first show how QCA is used in a subordinate role which is realized by explaining variance (a statistical coefficient) in a multilevel longitudinal analysis of fitness training (KÖNIG, 2019). Secondly, we use QCA to develop a coding frame for the topic "volunteer work in German sports clubs" which is enhanced by a quantitative systematization of the categories using correspondence analysis (KÖNIG, 2018); this in turn corresponds with a dominant role of QCA in crossover studies. In addition, we show in a third approach that the role of QCA need not be fixed from the beginning, but can change throughout a study (KANSTEINER, 2018). [24]

4.1 The subordinate role: QCA in a quantitatively driven design—a study from RT_P E

Researchers in physical education (PE) increasingly deal with the question of whether the acquisition of skills and exercise result in effects, and if these effects are stable (KÖNIG, 2014). Automatically, this results in research questions with which researchers aim at both individual and group-specific effects. In addition, a closer look at the data structure shows that we are usually confronted with "nested" data; which means, for example, that several measurements belong to one person, several persons belong to one class or group, and several classes to one school (HEADLEY & PLANO CLARK, 2019). Consequently, we have to accept that these different data levels must not be analyzed independently. [25]

From an empirical point of view, such dependencies have to be taken into account to avoid statistical bias. This can be done using multilevel regression
models with which researchers are able to model context effects. However, even
the use of these multivariate approaches is stretched when quantitative
incompatibilities are to be explained (ONWUEGBUZIE & HITCHCOCK, 2015). In
a recent study, we addressed strength exercises in PE (KÖNIG, 2016, 2019) and
could show that Level 3 predictors (different exercise methods) had a reciprocal
effect on Level 2 factors (gender) when explaining change over time. This is
displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Effect of Level 3 predictors on Level 2 factors (KÖNIG, 2019, p.53) [26]

In summary, a multilevel model can be used to detect differences of controlled
effects of program variables; however, it cannot be used to explain the
differences found in a three-level model, computed with HLM 7.1
(RAUDENBUSH, BRYK, CHEONG, CONGDON & TOIT, 2011)², even if various
predictors are added to the model to improve it. [27]

As a consequence, additional qualitative data has to be integrated into the
multilevel regression model to understand the reciprocal effects of the Level 2
and 3 predictors. This step was realized using semi-structured interviews with
different participants of the treatment, which were conducted around
measurement point 2. Data analysis was accomplished with MAYRING's QCA
(2015) conception of deductive development of categories. This means that we
followed a deductive logic, thus implementing a more quantitative-oriented
approach (MARVASTI, 2019; MAYRING, 2000). This approach can be justified by
the idea of applying theoretically derived categories from the science of training.
In other words: we followed a deductive logic in the qualitative strand, thus acting
in accordance with the principles of quantitative-dominated MMR. [28]

In this analysis we showed that three main categories could be identified, which
we labeled as "relevant goals," "intensity of program," and "attractiveness." In
Table 1 we give an overview of the qualitative results, including some exemplary
quotes from selected text passages. [29]

---

2 The abbreviation stands for hierarchical linear and nonlinear modeling.
With these categories we can explain why two different exercise methods—implicit and explicit training—caused reciprocal effects. Obviously, boys and girls perceived the two methods differently as to their intensity and attractiveness. These perceptions lead to different motivations which in turn caused different effects. However, the qualitative results ought to be critically examined as these explanations are only suitable for our sample and should only be generalized with caution (SCHOONENBOOM, 2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Implicit exercises</th>
<th>Intentional exercises</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Girls Attractiveness</td>
<td>&quot;I was highly motivated because of the interesting games&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;I believe that such strength exercises are boring&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>&quot;I did not really realize that this was for improving fitness&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;My goodness, this was exciting&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant goals</td>
<td>&quot;I really like sport disciplines like track and field&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;... these exercises will not improve my performance outside PE&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys Attractiveness</td>
<td>&quot;For me this was boring&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;... overexerting oneself is great fun&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>&quot;These were no real challenges for me&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;I simply like exhausting things in sport&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevant goals</td>
<td>&quot;Things like swimming are not relevant for me&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;... I expect muscle growth&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Results of the qualitative strand (categories and codings) [30]

Summarizing this quantitative dominated crossover design and the role of QCA within it, we can say that the qualitative strand helped to explain quantitative coefficients in a multilevel model; therefore, QCA plays a subordinate role in this design because it "only" assumes a minor function in the whole analysis. However, the use of quantitative research alone would not have been sufficient without this qualitative support, thus the inclusion of QCA is not redundant. Generalizing this point of view, it can be said that QCA can be used to help enhance advanced and multivariate approaches by explaining statistical coefficients with categories and subcategories. In conclusion, the inclusion of qualitative elements in the analysis can be helpful in answering the research question. [31]
4.2 The dominant role: QCA in a qualitatively driven design—a study from sport sociology

In Germany, sports clubs have become widespread and sophisticated institutions within which sport and recreational activities for nearly all subgroups of society are offered. Since the very beginning this has mainly been accomplished on the basis of honorary work. However, during the last two decades more and more people have drawn back from social engagement for the traditional tasks in the clubs. Hence, it is of great relevance for sport associations to learn more about their members’ changing motives and attitudes towards social commitment. As a consequence, a study was conducted in which the motives of active volunteers of all ages and different sports were analyzed to find out more about this phenomenon. [32]

This was a qualitative-dominated crossover-study (ONWUEGBUZIE & HITCHCOCK, 2015) that was implemented with a mixed methods and mono-strand conversion design (TEDDLIE & TASHAKKORI, 2009). The study design is displayed in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualitative Strand</th>
<th>Quantitative Strand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data collection</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews (n = 41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analysis</td>
<td>Qualitative content analysis (KUCKARTZ, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data conversion</td>
<td>Categories =&gt; variables (2 = present, 1 = not present)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analysis</td>
<td>Non-parametric analyses: analysis of homogeneity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inference</td>
<td>Categories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visual pattern of groups + categories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Design of the qualitative-dominated crossover study [33]

Focusing on the process of data analysis in detail, we initially implemented the technique described by KUCKARTZ (2014). This means that we summarized the individual cases in a first step and then analyzed categories in an iterative process on a case-by-case basis (KUCKARTZ, 2019). As our questions were rather open, categories were built inductively, especially with reference to one of our focal interests, the "decline or lack of young people in volunteer engagement." Throughout this circular process the following six main categories have been built and defined as follows:
"Conditions club" (CC) referring to structural, personal, and material situations;

"Conditions personal" (CP) summarizing the individual state of a participant as to family, profession, or education and the respective demands;

"Attitudes personal" (A) defining how people regard honorary work;

"Gains" (G) referring to all potential benefits or advantages a person can draw from honorary work;

"Challenges" (C) describing all problems and developments of society which honorary work may contribute to;

"Investments" (I) summarizing all aspects an honorary worker must bring into his or her activities. [34]

All main categories were differentiated into several subcategories. To add value to the qualitative data, we converted them into numbers ("quantizing") to find statistic patterns (SANDELOWSKI, VOILS & KNAFL, 2009; VOGL, 2017). Defined as "the process of assigning numerical values (nominal or ordinal) to data conceived as not numerical" (SANDELOWSKI et al., 2009, p.209), the process of transforming coded qualitative data into quantitative data (DRISCOLL, APPIAH-YEBOAH, SALIB & RUPERT, 2007; VAN VELZEN, 2018) or transforming qualitative data into numerical format (COLLINGRIDGE, 2013), quantitizing is used to analyze narratives to explore the existence of possible hypotheses or examine the salience of some discourses of interest and how they differentially occur in social actors' narratives (NZABONIMPA, 2018). As quantitizing is by no means transparent, uncontroversial, or apolitical (LOVE, PRITCHARD, MAGUIRE, McCARTHY & PADOCK, 2005) it must be made completely clear which categories are coded with which numbers. [35]

In the study in question, we decided to implement the absent vs. present-dichotomy for quantitizing qualitative data (SANDELOWSKI et al., 2009). Despite some critical points (NZABONIMPA, 2018), two reasons speak in favor of this method: First, we assumed that broaching a subject attributes individual importance to an issue; second, this dichotomy can easily be transformed into quantitative data as "present" means that this category was definitely mentioned by an interviewee and "absent" that it was not. Finally, using this way of counting was to be adequate for the research topic "lack of adolescents in honorary work" because we could correlate groups and categories, thus creating visual patterns. A selected result is displayed in Figure 4.
Analyzing and discussing this exemplary analysis of homogeneity we could clearly detect two visual patterns which enhance our qualitative results due to systemization. With Pattern 1, the fact that the group "education" (referring to our participants being still at school, at university, or in an in-service training) was in close connection to the presence of categories like attitude, personal conditions, and investment was exposed. This means that for these participants the categories were of high importance, as they represented obstacles for volunteer work. Participants of the group "employment," in contrast, tended to omit such statements in the interviews. [37]

Summarizing this study, we can say that the qualitative strand was more important as with it we were able to generate a kind of small-scale theory. The quantitative results were only used to give a kind of structure for the inductively-built categories, thus fulfilling a minor, however, indispensable role. This can be associated with a dominant role of QCA within a qualitative-dominated crossover design. [38]
4.3 The multidimensional role: QCA in an equal-status design

After pointing out the possible differences in taking on one or the other part in MMDs, we can show in another example of our work that the decision for using a specific rationale and for the weighting of different strands is sometimes difficult to elaborate distinctly because more than one aspect could be addressed. Likewise, within one study the contribution of using QCA could shift. [39]

In the study we refer to, the extent to which the current school leadership recruitment processes in Germany fulfilled the requirements of equality in the sense of non-discrimination against the background of gender mainstreaming and diversity management was investigated (KANSTEINER & KLOSE, 2017). No research had been done on this issue so far and, consequently, an exploratory approach was chosen. Since the recruitment process slightly differs from federal state to federal state, but nevertheless the same main principles (several steps in the assessment, a selection commission decides collectively on officially expected competencies) are followed, semi-structured interviews were conducted in two German states. Interviewees were school leaders, members of the selection commission, the school authority, and the staff committees, as well as representatives of the community and teachers. All of them (n=28) were asked about their personal experiences and insights in the practices. The idea was to create a data-driven questionnaire (CRESWELL, 2015a). Data collection was carried out as a survey across all 16 German federal states. The qualitative strand facilitated new perspectives, for example how important the informal communication between applicants and members of the school authority is in order to get detailed information about the specific leading position. At the same time, everyone in the process was conscious that not all applicants obtain the same pieces of information, but no one considered this unequal treatment as discrimination. Also, we found that participants in the school leadership recruitment processes referred to stereotypes when consulting how well an applicant matched with the context of the school. Regarding this, the categories "gender" and "age" were primarily taken into consideration by the selection commission (KANSTEINER, 2018). [40]

The questionnaire following our qualitative analysis consisted of items which reflected those categories set as relevant. With it we aimed to verify if there was approval for the viewpoints of the interviewees throughout Germany. Because of the possibility of specific dynamics in the process of social construction of difference (ONNEN & RODE-BREYMANN, 2017) which may occur in the recruitment processes because of slight differences in the procedural rules of the various states, we also included additional items. They referred to those categories of difference that are also usually part of the diversity discourse, like cultural and religious background, sexual orientation or disability (CZERNECKA, 2013). Additionally, we included questions that did not evolve from the analysis of the qualitative strand, but were deduced from lines of the discourse that mattered to us, e. g., how much school leaders work and whether job sharing is possible. [41]
Thus, we did not only verify to what extent experts all over Germany confirmed the situation as it was analyzed, but also asked for further aspects like their involvement in the process of recruitment and their overall experiences of discrimination, their opinion on how to assemble the leadership teams (men, women, old, young, ...) at schools according to the specific background of the school, and the expectations which they saw school leaders confronted with. Finally, data collection was run in an extended version and we then aimed at detecting further contradictions or constructions of differences by certain groups in comparison. The analysis thus became somewhat exploratory (HESSE-BIBER & JOHNSON, 2015). [42]

What at first glance seemed to follow the rationale of "development" and the weighting "qual -> QUAN" turned out to be equally a shared importance in the sense of triangulation in equal status "QUAL -> QUAN," and additionally served the rationale of initiation and sought to discover paradox and contradiction. The results of the questionnaire (n=203) were used to improve the monitoring. However, with this step the researchers were also able to trawl through the data to look for further results, which may go beyond the issue of approval, but also served as exploration. A result we won by this shifting of the quantitative strand is the partly contradictory opinion that women were considered as equally capable of leadership as men, but at the same time they were regarded as more involved in raising children and having less time for their leadership position. Further exploration led us to the result that female participants more often regarded differing treatment of men and women in informal situations as discriminatory than men did. As a final example, we found that there is a high expectation to see school leaders as "multifunctional miracle workers"3 (HUBER 2009, p.506), whereas members of the school authority agreed surprisingly less with that description (initiation). [43]

Since we finally looked at the quantitative survey and the results from it as likewise independent from the initial strand, it came out as a deviation from the original design and the rationale was expanded towards irritation. Due to this research experience we did not only detect QCA in different roles against the background of the well-structured system of MMR (see above), but we also acknowledged some fluid characteristics within MMR designs. For us "fluid" should not be identified with the idea of "emergent" (CRESWELL & PLANO CLARK, 2011) or of a fully integrated design (TEDDLIE & TASHAKKORI, 2009); more likely, it is related to slight changes or extensions in the instruments, in the sampling, or in the modes of analysis that occur along the way. [44]

3 “Multifunctional miracle worker” is our translation of the expression "multifunktionales Wunderwesen," which Stephan HUBER used to describe the excessive expectations of competencies and achievement that meet a school leader and that they try to live up to.
5. Conclusion

We argue that the role of QCA in MMR can be systemized at three levels (Figure 1): Approaching the topic from an overview of the discourse, QCA as a method appears to be one of the main approaches in the qualitative strands of many MMR studies. This seems to be particularly true for studies conducted by researchers from Germany, which increasingly leaves a mark on the international MMR discourse. In contrast, in the English-speaking contributions it appears less specific which qualitative method is applied, since researchers hardly ever use the term QCA. Readers have to identify by the way coding and categorizing are applied whether an approach similar to QCA or another qualitative approach was implemented. [45]

Regarding the systematic framework and the taxonomies that researchers lean on in designing MMR, the use of QCA fulfills several roles depending on its function within the research project—superior, subordinated, or equal in position to quantitative elements—and the utilization of the obtained results: enlarging and corroborating insights, irritating results, or executing preliminary work. As we also demonstrate with our crossover designs, QCA is moved to the edge of the qualitative part of the continuum without switching into the other methodology. Thus, QCA can be fruitfully used to combine qualitative data with quantitative data due to the subsumptive logic on which it is built. [46]

According to the practical experiences of researchers using MMR, QCA can also be regarded as sometimes being fluid within one research project, having more than one of the aforementioned roles because research questions and research necessities need to be somewhat rearranged. Although major functions are set at the beginning of the research properly, they might be changed because of modifications researchers find reasonable in the course of the project. [47]

In conclusion, QCA can be regarded as a heterogeneous and multilayered element of MMR depending on the principles the researcher follows in designing a project. This applies to methodological issues as well as to design questions. It can also be recognized that with increasing interest in advanced designs, the application of QCA can contribute to create more differentiated views on social situations. The more complex designs are used and the more ways of transferring data to and from qualitative sources are applied, the more the use of QCA makes sense because it provides the widest range of applications. [48]

Following the scientific discussions that took place at the latest conferences of MMIRA4 in Durham (2016) and Vienna (2018), we noticed that increasingly more research questions address complex social situations. To answer them, researchers often apply QCA. We also noticed an increasing interest in combining quantitative approaches with other methods of qualitative analysis like grounded theory methodology or case studies. We assume though, that QCA will remain a relevant qualitative method in MMR in the years to come because the

requirements for its practical application seem to be easier to be realized and the process of developing results seems to be more systematic and retraceable. The closeness of QCA to the quantitative paradigm (BURZAN, 2016) can be linked to the effective application of it to advanced designs in MMR that are currently of great interest. However, QCA alone should not be interpreted as a MMR approach, but referred to as a "hybrid instrument" (p.30). [49]

If we were to express the role of QCA in a metaphor, we imagine a sibling which can be the guiding elder, who is leading the younger or a fraternal twin. Overall, she can be as strong as, weaker or stronger than her sibling, and be a comrade to play with, sharing the same interest or being challenging for gaining new ideas and further playgrounds. In one conjoined game, though, she might change her role during play, regardless of her original role among the siblings. [50]
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